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and then, up jumped chow's buddy-in-crime, jackie chan. simply put, the actor is a legend. the hong kong
movie star is one of the biggest names in action comedy - and with kung fu hustle 2, he's even come to the
fore of the modern age. the sequel will see chan take the role of wong fei hung, alongside chow's character
jackie ko. the pair agreed to appear in the movie after the first movie's success, bringing the landmark hong
kong martial arts series full circle - with the kung fu hustle movie having been released 24 years ago. kicking
off filming on the new movie at the start of 2019, chow shared the following announcement to twitter: "start

another winning streak and celebrate the joy of life with kung fu hustle 2! hong kong's ultimate action
comedy, complete with an even more eccentric cast and more ridiculously villainous twists, kicks off filming

again in 2019. maybe it's destiny, maybe it's a lucky streak.. it's beyond my control. i only aim to live a full life
and appreciate nature & nurture, as they are the best gifts i've ever received. in doing so, i've made many
good friends and associates over the years. thank you! every single one of you has a special place in my

heart." following from the news that kung fu hustle 2 would have a female lead, some fans have expressed
their concerns about whether chow will be able to deliver the same laughs he did back in the day. but if you

were to take a second look at chow's last film, kung fu yoga, he's had enough experience to bring his comedy
to a new level. the sequel stars chan as a blind martial artist fighting a villainous cult (chan has been spotted
in disguises that suggest the antagonist will feature in kung fu hustle 2). the idea is that a lot of the fun of the

movie comes from seeing the two leads go on an eye-opening journey in a setting that's different to what
they're used to.
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a number of market participants
and academics have raised
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questions about the honesty and
transparency of sponsored posts,

which typically include an
promoted user, a sponsored

message and a disclosure that the
promoted user was not paid for

the post. for example, the
knowledge and understanding of
facebook and social media study
(fairbrother, fairbrother, et al.,

2017) found that, while only 3% of
people felt that sponsored posts

should be free to promote, 62% of
consumers did not know that the
posts are paid advertisements.

sponsored posts also appeared to
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exploit free speech limitations and
increase the risk of deception and

potential harm to consumers. a
number of the cma market-wide

design principles may be relevant
for choice screens including

appropriate information, clear
understanding and use of

technology, and the need to
ensure ongoing innovation and

consumer-focused design. in the
cmas advertising and content

marketing market study, the cma
set out a range of considerations
that it thought could inform the
design of choice screens. these
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include the capacity to identify
when consumers have the most to
lose or gain, information sharing,

getting people to share to a
degree that benefits them,

showing appreciation or care for
consumers, providing meaningful

information to consumers and
ensuring that consumers

understand the implications of
their actions. in the cmas online
platforms and digital advertising
market study, the cma suggested

that platforms should consider
making it more visible when
content has been filtered or
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removed by third-party services in
order to provide consumers with
clear information about why their

content is not displayed.
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